GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/10/2019

HIGHLIGHT

MOENA CELEBRATES THE “CIANTON
TURCHIA”

The inhabitants of this part of Moena are very proud of their hamlet that is
festively decorated during these days.

Today in the valley
STORIES BELOW THE PINE

REFUGE TARAMELLI – LOC. POZZA/SAN GIOVANNI DI FASSA AT 1.20
P.M.
The refuge, located in Val Monzoni, dedicates an afternoon of readings
below these centuries-old plants to children.

THE PLAYFUL DINNER OF “CIRCEN DOLOMITES”

TAMION – LOC. VIGO/SAN GIOVANNI DI FASSA - VIGO AT 7 P.M.
Dinner in the beautiful hamlet organised by the jugglers (reservations
at Bar Bianco in Vigo) followed by a the show “Roulotte” and by the
“juggling party”.

STARRED FAIR ON SAINT LAWRENCE

THROUGH THE VILLAGE – LOC. VAC/PÈRA - SAN GIOVANNI DI FASSA
AT 9 P.M.
Fun and taste through the roads of the hamlet that celebrates the
patron saint, with the concert of the “Mùsega da Poza”.

After a stop of one year, the “Festa del Cianton de Turchia” comes back in
Moena in these days, by popular demand. After yesterday’s launching,
local craft and food tradition can be found today and tomorrow in this
part of the village that bears not only the esotic name, but also some
street furniture (such as the fountain with the head of the Turkish man).
The origins of this unusual callback to the Mediterranean country in the
Ladin area fade between truth and legend, evoked by this week-end
feast: it is said that, after the defeat of the Turkish Army in Wien in 1663,
a Ottoman soldier, trying to go back home, passed through San Pellegrino
pass, but, exhausted, he fainted beside the last house of the hamlet.
There, he found a shelter, cures and such a hospitality that he decided to
stay there to live.

Itineraries
FROM PIAN DE FRATACES TO THE HOLLOW OF VAL ON
RODELLA
From Canazei, reach Pian de Frataces with the public transports.
Descend on the gravy plain and go on to the wooden bridge over
the stream Ruf de Antermont, then take the path n. 655 and go up
towards the haylofts of Prafel. Reach the bridge over the stream Ruf
de Val and go on, slightly uphill to the “Costa Rossa”. Turn right and
go up along the wood to a meadow called “Pian de Marizanela”.
Face a steep sunken stretch and reach the hollow of Val. At a
crossroads, then, go left, going up to Pian de Jiadoes at 2000 metres
(0.45 hours) and then towards Val Salei and the Sella pass (0.30;
1.15 hours). From here, reach the refuge Salei, where the ascent to
the saddle Rodella starts, that then leads to the refuge Des Alpes
(0.45 minutes; 2 hours). Eventually, in 15 minutes, you can reach the
top of Col Rodella at 2.484 metres. Go back along the same
itinerary or by cable car to Campitello and then on foot to Canazei.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 11TH AT 8.30 A.M. – CAMPITELLO

SASSOLUNGO MTB TOUR

BIKE EXCURSION AROUND THE TOP OF THE DOLOMITIC GROUP.
ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (TOUR AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 11TH AT 10 A.M. – CANAZEI

SUNDAY YOGA

LESSON IN THE OPEN AIR TO FIND A LOT OF BALANCE. ENROLMENT:
SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
Karl Felix Wolf (1879 – 1966) was a German journalist, writer and
anthropologist who lived in Bolzano for a long time and came often
to Val di Fassa. His most famous book, still very appreciated, was
“The Pale Mountain”, the widest existing collection of legends about
the Dolomites. Wolf didn’t only transcript the narration of the aged
people, but he also gave them the shape of History and mythology
organic studies. Wolf has the merit of having reported the last
footprints of legends that were once widespread in an area that
was maybe wider than the dolomitic area.

AUGUST 11TH AT 8.30 A.M. - POZZA

E-BIKE TOUR

GUIDED E-BIKE EXCURSION THROUGH FOREST ROADS AND
PANORAMIC PATHS. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION
AGAINST PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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